
THE IMPACT OF THE DIGITAL ECONOMY: A PERSONAL REFLECTION 
 
The digital economy is imbued in every aspect of my life: it’s omnipresence in the 21st century 
renders avoiding its attractive presence increasingly difficult. Depending on how fast my Wi-Fi 
allows it, the digital economy facilitates more than any real life interaction could reward, 
thrusting entertainment, education and socialisation simultaneously under my chin. 
 
After constant exposure to the digital economy, it even begins to change me. TikTok and 
Instagram, kingpins within this economy, shape a significant portion of my personality, from 
political inclinations, to fashion preferences, to music taste. Complimentarily, online e-
commerce giants like Amazon provide a platform for these influences to be physically solidified, 
capitalising off trends started by the social medias. 
 
This ubiquity of influence is oftentimes overwhelming, draining time and even motivation as I’m 
sucked into the trap of aimless online surfing. Particularly in regard to school, the digital 
economy has been a detriment to work production. With the amount of stimulus from screens, 
it’s no astonishment that I can easily become subject to distractions. A simple notification from 
my favourite content creator stirs ample curiosity in me to cause a complete relapse into an 
hour-long binge session on YouTube. Because companies like these gain from my (relative) loss, 
tailored-specific videos targeted to me by terrifying AI technologies which know exactly what 
I’m likely to click on, bolsters this endless cycle of repetitive surfing. Clearly, because of the 
digital economy, there is a significant depreciation in productivity and work output when 
attempting my schoolwork. Although this is a considerable negative impact, there is a silver 
lining to be found when manipulating the digital economy to my benefits. 
 
The digital economy’s online interface provides a wealth of knowledge, indiscriminately 
accessible, at just the click of a button. In this way, it is far better than any in-person source of 
information, where inequity and time limitations could factor my opportunities of acquiring 
data. Thus, although I will have to stomach a larger distraction hurdle, the level of accuracy in 
my work improves exponentially. Instead of having to purchase an English dictionary and flick 
through hundreds of pages to find one definition, with no guarantee the dictionary even 
supports this word, I could simply ask Siri to suffer that labour for me and deliver a far more 
accurate and up-to-date answer within a couple of seconds. Moreover, I can obtain information 
from a broader range of sources to support work, not to mention the copious amount of effort 
saved. In this way, the digital economy proves usefully impactful not in terms of quantity of 
work, rather to some degree, quality. 
 
Of course this may lead to a nonchalant attitude to work, leaving outstanding assignments until 
last minute to complete, under the false pretence of the security that Google can do my work for 
me. However, I am willing to pay that price, the one of last-minute scrambling to complete 
homework induced by my gluttonous procrastination, for the instantly gratifying privilege of 
rapid-fire accuracy. 


